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Abstract. Broder’s Shingling and MinHash are two of the state-of-the-art approaches
in detecting near-duplicate documents. But both of these two methods did not take the
relative position of elements into consideration. This paper proposes a method which
combines Shingling and LCS algorithm called SWLR (Shingling with Location
Relationship). And proposes a pre-filter method to speed up the execution speed of
SWLR. Experiment results shows that SWLR performances better than Shingling in
both recall and precision rate and better than MinHash in recall rate. By applying
pre-filter method, SWLR could even be executed faster than MinHash and Shingling.

Introduction
As estimated about 35% web pages on the Internet are near-duplicate duo to the

reproduction of the text content, such as news, quotations and so on. The main
differences between these near-duplicate pages may only exists in the unimportant part
of pages, such as titles, navigation bars, ads and the copyright notices on the bottom of
the page. These near-duplicate web pages not only increase the space burthen of storage,
but also degrade the user’s query experience when searching on the Internet.

In 1997, Broder proposed Shingling which was based on Jacquard coefficient to
measure similarity of different files [1]. And in 2000, Broder revised and extended
Shingling by taking repeated occurrences of elements into consideration [2]. Though
Shingling has a good performance in eliminating duplicated files, it will take a very
long time to compare two large files. Then Broder proposed MinHash in 1997 which
aimed to accelerate the comparison speed between large files by reducing the
dimension of file ’s features [3]. MinHash was initially used in the AltaVista search
engine to detect duplicate web pages. It has also been applied in large-scale clustering
problems. SimHash was proposed by Charikar.M.S in 2002 and it has been widely used
by Internet companies including Google [4]. It maps the features of a file to a long bit
sequence. We can regard the two files as near-duplicated if the two bit sequences differ
in only k bits. Generally, the length of the bit sequence is 64 and the number of different
bits is 3.

Shingling and MinHash are based on Jacquard coefficient, which means the location
relationships between features are regarded as unimportant. SimHash maps the features
to a bit sequence. A single feature will have a great influence on the map result if the
feature number is small. According to this characteristic, SimHash only works for
detecting duplication among large files.

The longest common subsequences (LCS) is the problem of finding the longest
subsequence common to all sequences in a set of sequences. This paper will propose a
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near-duplicate detection method based on LCS algorithm which is called SWLR. As
the time complexity of SWLR is O(nlogn) which means SWLR’s execution speed will
much slower than Shingling and MinHash. We will also propose a method to accelerate
the detection speed of SWLR.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces Shingling
and MinHash. Section 3 presents a new near-duplicate detection method called SWLR
based on LCS and the way to speed up the detection speed. Experimental results for the
comparison among SWLR, Shingling and MinHash will be presented in Section 4,
followed by conclusions in Section 5.

Shingling and MinHash
A shingle is nothing but a word q-gram of a document [5]. For example, if a

document has n words, a continuous subsequence of q words is a shingle. The
document will have n-q+1 shingles.

Assuming SA and SB to be the set of all shingles of the documents A and B
respectively. The shingling method uses Jacquard coefficient as similarity or
resemblance measure of two documents A and B:
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We can let  be a uniformly at-random chosen permutation over the set of all
permutations of document such as D, then Eq. 2 will be got.
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Eq. 2 has been proved by author Henzinger M [6]. By choosing a set of t

independent uniformly random permutations 1 , 2 ,..., t , we can map the set of all
shingles of document D to a t dimensional vector. Which represents as following
vector.

)})(min{)},...,((min{ 1 SSS t (3)

For documents A and B, we can estimate the resemblance by calculating Jacquard

coefficient of AS and BS . Which will speed up the calculation due to using a smaller
sketch.

MinHash also uses Jacquard coefficient to indicate the similarity of two sets. Let h
be a hash function that maps the members of A and B to distinct integers, and for any

set S define )( '
min Sh to be the minimal member of S with respect to h- that is, the

number x of
'S with the minimum value of )(xh . If we apply minh to both A and B, we

will get the same value exactly when the element of the union BA with minimum
hash value lies in the intersection BA . We can get Eq. 4.

),())()(Pr( minmin BArBhAh  (4)
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Usually, we choose t different hash functions mapping the document to
a t dimensional vector. Then estimating the similarity of document A and B by
calculating the Jacquard coefficient of vector A and vector B.

Near-Duplicate detection method based on LCS
Shingling with Location Relationship method. As was mentioned earlier in

section 2, Shingling and MinHash are based on Jacquard coefficient. Thus, the
comparison between two different sets does not take into account the effect of the
relative position of the elements. Now we would like to introduce SWLR algorithm
which combine LCS algorithm and Shingling. It will take the relative position of
elements into consideration on the base of Shingling.

Assuming DS is the set of elements of document D. We could use Eq. 5 to get the
longest sub-elements of SA and SB.
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Then we can get the similarity score of document A and B by Eq. 6.
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SWLR with pre-filter method. The complexity of SWLR algorithm is O(mn).
Obviously it’s not a good idea to use SWLR algorithm in detecting duplicate text
among large documents. To minimize the time SWLR algorithm costs, we proposed a
quick filter method based on bit comparison. Before detecting document A and B, we
map the element sets of each document to a bit sequence with following steps:

1. Generate a bit sequence with length of 64 or 128. Initialize all the bits to 0.
2. Map the element into 64 or 128 with hash algorithm. Set the bit value under the

corresponding index is 1.
When comparing document A and B. We first compare the hash value of their

elements. If we regard document A and B are similarity in the case of qBAr ),( , we
can see that the bit difference between A and B is no more than ))()(( BLenALenavg  .
We can compare the hash value of document A and B first to filter out the majority of
non similarity documents. Then use SWLR algorithm to judge weather document A
and B are similar.

Experimental results
Dataset. Our experiments were performed on a collection of 864 restaurant records

from the Fodor’s and Zagat’s restaurant guides that contains 112 duplicates [8].
Evaluation method. We will use recall and precision rate to present the

performance of each method and we will compare the speed of each method on the
same dataset. The definition of recall and precision rate are defined as Eq. 7:
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D means all the duplicated elements in the dataset. D represents the elements
which detected by the methods.

Except recall and precision rate, we will also compare the speed each method
executes.

Results. We have carried out several experiments for each method on the dataset
and picked the best result of each method according Eq. 8. The recall and precision rate
are shown in Fig. 1.

)/(**2 precisionrecallprecisionrecallscore  (8)

Fig. 1. Recall and precision rate comparison

As shown in Fig. 1. SWLR owns the best performance in recall rate. In both recall
and precision rate, SWLR is better than Shingling. And the added pre-filter method do
not take any negative impact to SWLR.

Fig. 2. Time cost comparison among different methods

From Fig. 2. We can conclude that when applying hash value to SWLR, the
performance of SWLR method can be greatly improved. And even better than
MinHash and Shingling.
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Conclusions
A method was presented for detecting near-duplication text on the base of Shingling

algorithm. Since the complexity of SWLR is too high to detecting on large dataset. We
introduced a method based on hash indexing to exclude the non-similarity texts.
Compared with MinHash and Shingling, SWLR takes the relative position of elements
into consideration. Results show that SWLR performances better than Shingling and
has a higher recall rate than MinHash. By applying the hash index method, SWLR
could be executed 3 times faster than before and even faster than MinHash and
Shingling. This paper offers an efficient solution to detect near-duplicate texts on large
datasets.
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